
1. Tell me your name? How do you spell that? 

a. John Treen 

2. What do you do here? 

a. Shelter Manager. Basically, everything that needs to be done. 

Oversees adoptions, paperwork, works with troubled animals, 

keeps track of health. etc 

3. How long has steven swan been around? What was its origin? 

a. May 9, 1910. Originally a shelter for animals as well as displaced 

women and children.  

4. How long have you worked here? 

a. 10 years 

5. How many animals have found forever homes since you’ve begun 

work here? 

a. Anywhere from 2000-3000 per year. Sometimes more. This past 

January, 46 dogs.  

6. What makes Steven swan unique? 

a. Largest in the region. Probably the oldest as well. Many events 

held a few times per month that promote adoption. A lot of 

financial help for new owners as well as covering the cost of all 

medical things like spay/neuter, medication, and information. 

Stray animal stays for 6 days, licensed for 10.  

7. Can you explain the adoption process? 



a. Reaching through 15 downs in the area. No turn downs, not a lot of 

fostering, when someone is interested, they take a look at the 

dogs and find a good match. Fill out an application. They must set 

up meetings with the dog and any other people or animals that 

will be sharing the home. $120 for dogs, $80 for cats.  

8. Is there a volunteer program here? 

a. BAckground checks and applications required. Everyone who 

wants to volunteer will be scheduled. The work they do is primarily 

at events.  

9. Can you think of any adoption stories from your time here that have 

stuck with you? 

a. They all stay with you. It’s always special to see a perfect fit. There 

was a dog named trooper and he needed a lot of work so I took 

him home and fostered him for a while, a lot of hands-on training 

and he turned out to be a great dog and the guy that adopted 

him was so happy. Eve was an older pit bull who used to spend 

the night shifts with me in the front. We had a real connection, I 

wish I knew how she was doing now.  

10. Anything else you’d like to share about steven swan? 

a. We are a nonprofit and will do anything to get these animals into 

happy homes.  


